[Preliminary findings for metabolite profiles of papillary thyroid carcinoma and laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma].
Objective:To identify distinct metabolite profiles of papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) and laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma (LSCC).Method:Tumor and adjacent non-tumor specimens were collected from 57 PTC and 33 LSCC patients. Distinct metabolite profiles of tissues were examined using a combination of gas chromatography-time-of-flight mass spectrometry and ultra-performance liquid chromatography-quadrupole-time-of-flight mass spectrometry. The data were analyzed with multivariate statistical analysis to compare the distinct metabolite profiles and related pathways of these three tumors.Result:A panel of 46 and 41 differentially expressed metabolites were identified in tumor and adjacent non-tumor tissues of PTC and LSCC, respectively. Increased glycolysis, amino acids metabolism, one carbon metabolism and tryptophan metabolism were found in these two types of tumor tissues compared to adjacent non tumor tissues. Purine and pyrimidine metabolism was significantly elevated in PTC and LSCC tumor tissues, while taurine and hypotaurine were only higher in PTC tumor tissues. The fatty acid metabolism was detected at lower level in both PTC and LSCC tumor tissue.Conclusion:PTC and LSCC tumor tissues not only have common metabolic signatures characterized by increased glycolysis, amino acids metabolism, one carbon metabolism and tryptophan metabolism, but also have distinct metabolic signatures. It is helpful to understand the nature of these two tumors.